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Abstract. Over several decades, many physics teachers have taken a crucial responsibility for 
improving conceptual understanding of students. To enhance students’ understanding, generally 
they have adopted an alternative teaching approach to classes. However, such that approach does 
not always yield positive learning outcomes. Many researchers reported that a teaching and 
learning sequence was one of the essential factors needed to take into account. In tins study, the 
teaching and learning sequence was proceeded by 5E inquiry-based learning winch was grouped 
as active learning. Therefore, the goal of tins study was to analyze the teaching and learning 
sequence for Newton’s third law designed by a pre-service teacher together with the physicists’ 
comments on that sequence. Tins was viewed as the initial phase of research in finding a suitable 
framework for future training pre-service teachers about how to design a teaching-learning 
sequence. The teaching and learning sequence was implemented to the two classes of grade 9 
students. From the analysis, we found that the teaching and learning sequence were complicated 
and some physics situations were not clear. To help support the students’ conceptual 
understanding, all unclear physics situations were refined and corrected in line with physicists’ 
comments to be used in the classes but remained the primary structure of such that designed 
sequence. The standardized test about force was administered to the students after completing 
the lesson. The results were found that the designed sequence yielded low learning outcomes 
even were taught with the interactive engagement Tins was the evidence shown that the teaching 
and learning sequence affected students’ leaning and there was a need about seeking a framework 
to help pre-service teachers in a process of designing a teaching and learning sequence.

1. Introduction
In term  o f  physics education research, m any reports have dem onstrated that students w ho can solve 
physics calculation problem s often do not provide the correct physics conception underline such those 
problem s [1-4], Besides, there has been found that students w ho have high achievem ent scores in 
physics, it does not im ply that they have solidify physics concepts [5-6], In particular, the concept o f  
force and m otions w ere com m only explained from  students' com m on-sense beliefs or intuitions [1], 
This difficulty provoked m any physics researchers to invent standardized tests [2, 7-9] in order to
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